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Abstract

Background
Given tongue features and basic features, this study aimed to develop and assess a non-invasive
machine learning model to perform regression prediction on fasting plasma glucose and glycated
haemoglobin which will help optimize diabetes risk warning.

Methods
We collected the basic features, tongue features and blood features of the subjects. Using machine
learning algorithms to analyze these data, we built models to predict fasting plasma glucose and
glycated haemoglobin. Then the performance of the models was evaluated through 5-fold cross-
validation results and test set results.

Results
The results of cross validation on the training set showed that given non-invasive input features, the
minimum average mean square error of fasting plasma glucose and glycated haemoglobin prediction
was 1.227 and 0.438. Our non-invasive fasting plasma glucose prediction model with tongue features
and basic features combined achieved a minimum mean square error of 0.601 and a maximum
coe�cient of determination of 0.606 on the test set. The glycated haemoglobin prediction model product
a minimum mean square error of 0.272 and a maximum coe�cient of determination of 0.539 on the test
set. The Clarke’s Error Grid Analysis showed that the non-invasive blending model had 90.83% of points in
zone A and 8.49% of points in zone B on the test set.

Conclusions
We developed an effective non-invasive method for estimating fasting plasma glucose and glycated
haemoglobin from tongue features and basic features combined, which may help identify individuals at
high risk for diabetes.

Background
Diabetes takes a signi�cant toll on health care systems and public health[1]. The prevalence rate is
currently 9.3%, and there are 463 million people aged 20–79 with DM globally. It is estimated that the
number will reach 578.4 million by 2030. The number of diabetic patients in China is as high as
116.4 million, ranking the �rst in the world. Only in 2019, the medical cost of diabetic patients in China is
as high as $109 billion, second only to the United States[2]. China is the country with the most severe
diabetes prevalence. Diabetes affects multiple organ systems and is associated with multiple vascular
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and non-vascular complications[3]. Excess morbidity and premature death place a heavy burden and far-
reaching impact on individuals, families and societies[4].

Effective interventions to prevent or delay diabetes and its complications have the potential to save
signi�cant health care costs and improve the health of a population in the long run[5, 6]. However, for
those people at a low risk of diabetes, early intervention should not be undertaken, and hence it is vital to
identify high-risk individuals. In order to reduce the in�uence of diabetes and lower the morbidity, non-
invasive risk models are needed to detect individuals at a high risk, Moreover, non-invasive risk models
are more economical and more suitable for large-scale screening than invasive risk models[7, 8].

There is growing evidence that diabetes is associated with changes in tongue image.

The yellow tongue coating is associated with a high prevalence of diabetes, and at the same time, it is
also associated with prediabetes among Asian people[9]. As a non-invasive and readily available feature,
purple tongue, thick tongue coating, and yellow tongue coating can be used for early screening of
diabetes[10]. At present, the researches that use machine learning to analyze the features of tongue
image and establish a diabetes risk prediction model are mostly qualitative and two-category studies[11,
12].

We hypothesize that we could train a machine learning model to identify the subtle features acquired
from a standard tongue image that are due to glucose metabolism level changes associated with a
history of hyperglycemia. To the best of our knowledge, this is the �rst attempt to use tongue features to
quantitatively predict fasting plasma glucose (FPG) and glycated haemoglobin(HbA1c).

Methods
We use machine learning to establish the mapping relation between various types of features and the
glucose metabolism index, make predictions for FPG and HbA1c in undiagnosed subjects based on the
mapping relation, and �nally achieve the predictions of diabetes risk(Fig. 1).

Data Collection

We included all subjects aged 18 years or older with at least one digital, normal tongue capture acquired
at Shu Guang Hospital A�liated to Shanghai University of Traditional Chinese Medicine (SHUTCM)
between Apr 13, 2015, and Nov 15, 2019. A total of 2,500 subjects participated in the study. Due to
incomplete data or incorrect data recording, 320 subjects were excluded, and eventually 2,180 subjects
were enrolled in the study. Basic information and laboratory test results were provided by Shu Guang
Hospital. Our study has been approved by the ethics committee of SHUTCM. All subjects were willing to
participate in the study and signed the informed consent.

Tongue Features Extraction
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Tongue images are captured by the TFDA-1 Tongue Diagnosis Instrument(Fig. 2). The key component of
TFDA-1 is a stable light source, which has color temperature of 5000K and color rendering index of 97.
Given the stable light source and white diffuse re�ection coating, TFDA-1 can ensure a standard and
stable environment for acquiring tongue images[13].

After tongue images acquired by TFDA-1, features are extracted by the Tongue Diagnosis Analysis
System V2.0. TDAS �rst segments the tongue area from the original image, separates the tongue body
(TB) and tongue coating (TC) by the "chrominance-threshold method"[14], and automatically calculates
the color features and texture features(Fig. 3). R, G, B represent the three components of the RGB color
space; L, a, b represent the three components of the Lab color space; H, S, I represent the three
components of the HSI color space; Y, Cr, Cb represent the three components of  YCrCb color space. perAll
is the ratio of tongue coating to the entire tongue surface, perPart is the ratio of tongue coating to the
tongue surface without the tongue coating. Texture features include contrast (CON), angle second
moments (ASM), entropy (ENT), and mean[15, 16].

Both TFDA-1 and TDAS V2.0 are developed by the intelligent diagnostic laboratory of SHUTCM.

Handling Missing and Abnormal Values

Missing data may weaken the representativeness of the samples and complicate the research
analysis[17]. In order to ensure the reliability of the experiment, samples with missing values were deleted
directly. According to the Tukey Method[18], if the sample contains two or more outliners which are higher
than upper whisker or lower than lower whisker, then it is deleted directly. A few abnormal values of data
were handled by replacing them with the mean value of feature. Where X denotes the original value of the
feature, Q3 denotes upper quartile, Q1 denotes lower quartile, IQR denotes the difference between Q3 and
Q1, the upper whisker denotes Q3 plus 1.5 times IQR, and the lower whisker denotes the difference
between Q1 and 1.5 times IQR.

Data Scaling and Normalization

The appropriate conditions for the machine learning model to work require that the eigenvalues are in a
similar scale and approximate to a normal distribution. Normalization is applied to each observation so
that the values in a row have a unit norm.
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where X denotes the original value of the feature, X̄ denotes the mean value of the feature, and Std
denotes the standard deviation of the feature.

Variable De�nition

Hyperglycemia group was de�ned as FPG > 6.0mmol/L(108mg/dl)[19]; HbA1c >= 38.801mmol/mol(5.7%)
[20].

Basic features included in this study were Age, Weight, systolic blood pressure (SBP)  and diastolic blood
pressure (DBP). Age was calculated as Year, Weight was calculated as Kg, and SBP and DBP were
calculated as mmHg.

Blood features included in this study were white blood cell(WBC), red blood cell(RBC), hemoglobin(HGB),
total cholesterol(TCHO), triglyceride(TG), low density lipoprotein(LDL), high density lipoprotein(HDL),
alanine aminotransferase(ALT). WBC was calculated as 109/L, RBC was calculated as 1012/L, HGB was
calculated as g/L, TCHO, TG, LDL and HDL were calculated as mmol/L, ALT was calculated as U/L.

Tongue features included in this study were perAll, perPart, TC-CON, TC-ASM, TC-ENT, TC-MEAN, TC-R, TC-
G, TC-B, TC-L, TC-a, TC-b, TC-H, TC-I, TC-S, TC-Y, TC-Cr, TC-Cb, TB-CON, TB-ASM, TB-ENT, TB-MEAN,TB-
R, TB-G, TB-B, TB-L, TB-a, TB-b, TB-H, TB-I, TB-S, TB-Y, TB-Cr, TB-Cb.

Tongue features included in machine leaning model were TC-L, TC-a, TC-b, TB-L, TB-a, TB-b.

Non-invasive features were the fusion of tongue features and basic features.

Full features were the fusion of tongue features, basic features and blood features.

Statistical analysis

Normally distributed variables were presented as mean ± standard deviation. Skewed variables were
presented as the median, 25% quartile and 75% quartile. Continuous data were tested for normality using
the D’Agostino and Pearson’s tests. Continuous data were tested for homogeneity of variance using the
Bartlett’s test. The two-sample t-test, separate variance estimation t-test and Wilcoxon rank-sum test were
used to compare continuous variables between normal group and hyperglycemia group. The correlations
were executed using Pearson's and Spearman’s methods. All tests were two-sided and statistical
signi�cance was assumed at P < 0.05. All analyses were performed with Python software, version 3.7.4.

Table 1 Statistical analysis was used to compare the differences between the basic and blood features of
the normal and hyperglycemia group, and the correlations between the features and glucose metabolism
index were analyzed.

https://www.webmd.com/diabetes/controlling-diabetes-11/slideshow-control-your-blood-sugars
https://www.baidu.com/link?url=9DjAg6Z0lXaqSxG57_nDpvFxVDCwTUDbfFtx6GqTrP_Gy-L2u232h65Aa8Mcu1Ggpg6w1n0aVBnbs-yjbiSsb3hipcjbWOPHrjkIf_n5plr2ODYY8GwtuMjaNH3R92hj&wd=&eqid=99e849fd00043993000000055ed8a350
https://www.webmd.com/diabetes/controlling-diabetes-11/slideshow-control-your-blood-sugars
https://www.webmd.com/diabetes/controlling-diabetes-11/slideshow-control-your-blood-sugars
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Feature Normal

(N=1546)

Hyperglycemia

   (N=634)

p
valuea

CCa

FPG

p
valueb

CCb

HbA1c

p
valuec

Age(Year) 38.0(30.0-
47.0)

55.0(46.0-
63.75)

<0.001 0.373 <0.001 0.536 <0.001

Weight(Kg) 64.0(55.0-
73.0)

71.0(63.0-78.0) <0.001 0.257 <0.001 0.25 <0.001

SBP(mmHg) 119.0(109.0-
131.0)

133.0(121.25-
145.0)

<0.001 0.397 <0.001 0.354 <0.001

DBP(mmHg) 75.0(68.0-
83.0)

80.0(73.0-88.0) <0.001 0.264 <0.001 0.224 <0.001

WBC(109/L) 5.8(5.1-6.8) 6.3(5.4-7.4) <0.001 0.1 <0.001 0.158 <0.001

RBC(1012/L) 4.76(4.45-
5.13)

4.86(4.57-5.14) <0.001 0.11 <0.001 0.078 <0.001

HGB(g/L) 145.0(134.0-
156.0)

150.0(140.0-
157.0)

<0.001 0.163 <0.001 0.075 <0.001

TCHO(mmol/L) 4.875(4.33-
5.42)

5.2(4.62-5.868) <0.001 0.113 <0.001 0.239 <0.001

TG(mmol/L) 1.04(0.75-
1.487)

1.46(1.07-2.09) <0.001 0.293 <0.001 0.333 <0.001

HDL(mmol/L) 1.37(1.17-
1.578)

1.2(1.06-1.42) <0.001 -0.267 <0.001 -0.228 <0.001

LDL(mmol/L) 2.82(2.41-
3.32)

3.14(2.63-
3.695)

<0.001 0.134 <0.001 0.246 <0.001

ALT(U/L) 17.0(12.0-
24.0)

21.0(16.0-29.0) <0.001 0.212 <0.001 0.211 <0.001

p valuea Signi�cance level for the difference between the normal and the hyperglycemia group.

CCa  Correlation coe�cient between features and FPG.

p valueb  Signi�cance level of correlation coe�cient between features and FPG.

CCb  Correlation coe�cient between features and HbA1c.

p valuec  Signi�cance level of correlation coe�cient between features and HbA1c.

 

Table 2 Statistical analysis was used to compare the differences between the tongue features of the
normal and hyperglycemia group, and the correlations between the tongue features and the glucose

https://www.webmd.com/diabetes/controlling-diabetes-11/slideshow-control-your-blood-sugars
https://www.webmd.com/diabetes/controlling-diabetes-11/slideshow-control-your-blood-sugars
https://www.webmd.com/diabetes/controlling-diabetes-11/slideshow-control-your-blood-sugars
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metabolism index were analyzed.
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Feature Normal

(N=1546)

Hyperglycemia

(N=634)

p
valuea

CCa

FPG

p
valueb

CCb

HbA1c

p
valuec

perAll 0.414(0.314-
0.563)

0.454(0.354-
0.792)

<0.001 0.302 <0.001 0.137 <0.001

perPart 1.152(1.067-
1.289)

1.1(1.023-1.252) <0.001 -0.208 <0.001 -0.144 <0.001

TB-
CON

60.946(43.702-
83.004)

62.968(43.366-
86.508)

0.675 -0.074 0.001 0.027 0.214

TB-
ASM

0.085(0.072-
0.101)

0.084(0.071-
0.102)

0.606 0.068 0.002 -0.028 0.198

TB-
ENT

1.173(1.098-
1.244)

1.179(1.092-
1.254)

0.759 -0.078 <0.001 0.024 0.271

TB-
MEAN

0.024(0.02-0.028) 0.024(0.02-0.028) 0.655 -0.07 0.001 0.028 0.195

TC-
CON

75.281(49.555-
102.545)

85.722(59.51-
114.987)

<0.001 0.058 0.007 0.138 <0.001

TC-
ASM

0.073(0.062-
0.092)

0.068(0.058-
0.084)

<0.001 -0.056 0.009 -0.133 <0.001

TC-
ENT

1.226(1.131-
1.297)

1.256(1.172-
1.324)

<0.001 0.06 0.005 0.138 <0.001

TC-
MEAN

0.027(0.022-
0.031)

0.028(0.024-
0.033)

<0.001 0.056 0.009 0.135 <0.001

TB-R 162.0(154.0-
168.0)

157.0(149.0-
164.0)

<0.001 -0.153 <0.001 -0.191 <0.001

TB-G 100.0(93.0-108.0) 97.0(89.25-106.0) <0.001 -0.014 0.517 -0.127 <0.001

TB-B 105.0(98.0-115.0) 105.0(97.0-116.0) 0.86 0.145 <0.001 -0.018 0.394

TC-R 152.102±15.38 150.278±16.516 0.017 -0.051 0.016 -0.071 0.001

TC-G 110.0(101.0-
120.0)

111.0(101.0-
123.0)

0.141 0.101 <0.001 0.019 0.381

TC-B 114.0(104.0-
125.0)

117.0(106.0-
134.0)

<0.001 0.2 <0.001 0.088 <0.001

TB-L 104.988(102.774-
107.829)

104.07(101.362-
106.988)

<0.001 -0.038 0.076 -0.138 <0.001

TB-a 21.372(19.351-
23.381)

21.824(19.66-
23.626)

0.024 -0.069 0.001 0.037 0.087

TB-b 5.182(2.674-
6.671)

4.46(-2.886-6.318) <0.001 -0.276 <0.001 -0.135 <0.001

https://www.webmd.com/diabetes/controlling-diabetes-11/slideshow-control-your-blood-sugars
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TC-L 107.233±5.185 107.52±5.421 0.247 0.077 <0.001 0.006 0.795

TC-a 14.393±2.651 13.917±2.762 <0.001 -0.198 <0.001 -0.081 <0.001

TC-b 3.527(1.179-
5.206)

2.925(-3.833-4.75) <0.001 -0.251 <0.001 -0.13 <0.001

TB-H 356.037(352.221-
358.425)

354.791(339.386-
357.969)

<0.001 -0.24 <0.001 -0.132 <0.001

TB-I 121.0(115.0-
130.0)

119.0(112.0-
127.0)

<0.001 -0.014 0.504 -0.122 <0.001

TB-S 0.181±0.025 0.189±0.031 <0.001 0.023 0.287 0.113 <0.001

TC-H 356.62(350.777-
360.0)

354.924(330.0-
360.0)

<0.001 -0.212 <0.001 -0.125 <0.001

TC-I 125.0(116.0-
135.0)

126.0(117.0-
138.0)

0.088 0.096 <0.001 0.021 0.331

TC-S 0.125±0.024 0.124±0.025 0.698 -0.104 <0.001 -0.015 0.492

TB-Y 117.672(112.442-
124.673)

115.605(109.439-
122.641)

<0.001 -0.043 0.043 -0.14 <0.001

TB-Cr 154.292(151.371-
156.631)

153.123(149.379-
155.681)

<0.001 -0.278 <0.001 -0.147 <0.001

TB-Cb 120.853(119.551-
123.211)

121.596(119.981-
128.45)

<0.001 0.282 <0.001 0.147 <0.001

TC-Y 121.972(113.952-
130.15)

121.851(113.796-
132.073)

0.409 0.071 0.001 0.002 0.908

TC-Cr 146.131(143.219-
148.418)

145.058(140.772-
147.693)

<0.001 -0.286 <0.001 -0.145 <0.001

TC-Cb 122.801(121.473-
125.023)

123.394(121.764-
130.292)

<0.001 0.252 <0.001 0.132 <0.001

p valuea Signi�cance level for the difference between the normal and hyperglycemia group.

CCa  Correlation coe�cient between features and FPG.

p valueb  Signi�cance level of correlation coe�cient between features and FPG.

CCb  Correlation coe�cient between features and HbA1c.

p valuec  Signi�cance level of correlation coe�cient between features and HbA1c.

Data Partition

https://www.webmd.com/diabetes/controlling-diabetes-11/slideshow-control-your-blood-sugars
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  Our research divides the data set into a training set and a test set according to the ratio of 8: 2. The
training set consisted of 80% of the original database (1744 individuals). The test set consisted of 20% of
the original database (436 individuals). We performed a 5-fold cross-validation on the training set and
selected the model through cross-validation, i.e., we used 80% of the training set, leaving 20% as the
validation set, and then rotated �ve times. The test set didn’t participate in the training process of the
model, and the actual detection performance of the model was checked on the test set.

Feature Selection

In this paper, we selected Age, Weight, BP, RBC, HGB, WBC, TCHO, TG, HDL LDL, ALT, TB-L, TB-a, TB-b, TC-
L, TC-a, and TC-b according to research practice. Age is an important risk factor for the diagnosis,
development and prognosis of type 2 diabetes; however, HbA1c has a tendency to decline with age, and
only increases when it is older than 90 years of age[21]. Weight is highly correlated with the occurrence of
diabetes. After the diagnosis of diabetes, weight loss of more than 5% can improve the level of HbA1c and
reduce the risk of cardiovascular disease within 10 years[22]. There is no causal relationship between
hypertension and diabetes, but diabetes often leads to increased blood pressure[23]. Hyperglycemia can
affect blood indicators, which are recognized a risk factor for complications. Due to the chronic
in�ammatory state of diabetes, pro-in�ammatory factors can differentiate and mature white blood cells.
Diabetes changes the surface charge and aggregation of red blood cells to reduce the number of red
blood cells and the content of hemoglobin[24]. Fat accumulation in the body leads to excessive saturated
fatty acids remaining in the cells. These saturated fatty acids can be toxic to liver and pancreatic islet
cells. Therefore, it is very important to evaluate lipid toxicity by detecting TCHO, TG, HDL LDL and ALT
[25].

Tongue diagnosis has been widely used in the diagnosis of diabetes by traditional Chinese medicine. In
clinical practice, 80% of diabetic patients do not show typical symptoms, and tongue signs have changed
accordingly. For example, the tongue of diabetic patients is often red and yellow[26]. Studies have shown
that yellow tongue coating is associated with a high incidence of diabetes[9]. Given the above research,
we choose the related features to train the machine learning regression model.

Model Construction

In our study, we utilize multiple supervised learning models for regression of FPG and HbA1c of subjects.
We not only used the popular arti�cial neural network(ANN) model, but also used three ensemble models
including Gradient Boosting Decision Tree(GBDT), Random Forest(RF) and eXtreme Gradient Boosting
Tree(XGBT).

In a simple neural network, it generally includes three layers, an input layer, a hidden layer, and an output
layer. The neurons are connected to each other. The data enters the neural network at the input layer and
propagates forward to the output layer to get the solution. There is a corresponding weight at the input of
each neuron to control the strength of the input[27].
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RF[28] is an integrated tree algorithm based on the idea of bagging. Using a different bootstrap sample of
the data, RF builds a foundational decision tree. Each node is split using the best among a subset of
predictors randomly chosen at that node. The double randomness of feature selection and sample
selection can not only improve the generalization ability of the model, but also avoid over�tting the
model.

GBDT and XGBT[29] have been widely used in a number of data mining and machine learning
challenges. They are tree ensemble models which use K additive functions to predict the output. However,
XGBT controls the complexity of the model by adding regular terms to the objective function to avoid
over�tting the model.

We constructed models for prediction of FPG and HbA1c with machine learning algorithms(Fig. 5). In the
current experiment, to study the contribution of various types of features in modeling, we combined
different types of features, including basic features, blood features and tongue features.

Fusion Strategy

The machine learning based model blending approach is a very common fusion technique[30]. The idea
of model fusion is to use many independent models to calculate the initial prediction, and then mix the
initial prediction to achieve a better �nal prediction result. Four independent models were used to �t the
training set, the prediction veri�cation set and the test set. The prediction results of the veri�cation set
were combined into a new training matrix, and the prediction results of the test set were combined into a
new test matrix. The second layer of linear regression was used to �t the new training matrix, predict the
new test matrix, and get the �nal test result(Fig. 6). The stacking and generalization operation of the
blending approach uses different data to avoid the leakage of learning information.

Evaluation Criteria

Mean Squared Error(MSE) and coe�cient of determination(R-squared) were used to evaluate the
performance of our prediction model. The calculation of MSE was simple and the meaning was clear. It
was a commonly used evaluation index in statistical analysis[31]. We should not only consider the actual
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working accuracy of the prediction model, but also consider the in�uence of the prediction model on the
clinical decision. Consequently, the Clark’s Error Grid Analysis(EGA)[32, 33] was used to determine the
acceptable error for the accuracy of predictive value of FPG in comparison with the actual value. The
more values that appear in Zones A and B, the more accurate the model is in terms of clinical
utility[34].The scatter-plot was used to access the performance of the HbA1c prediction model[35]. The
closer the slope of the �tted line is to 1, the closer the intercept is to 0, the better the model performance.

Results
Cross Validation

In order to estimate the effect of model, we performed �ve-fold cross validation on training set including
1744 samples. Average MSE is used to evaluate the performance of the model. When the fusion features
model predicted FPG and HbA1c, the mean MSE of the model with the full input features was the lowest,
followed by the model with tongue features in combination with blood features, and then the model with
the non-invasive features. When the single-features model predicted FPG and HbA1c, the average MSE of
the model with the tongue features alone was the lowest, followed by the model with the blood features
alone, and then the model with the basic features alone.

The FPG and HbA1c prediction results showed tongue features improved the performance of the models.
Combining tongue features with basic features would decrease the average MSE compared with FPG and
HbA1c prediction with basic features alone. Combining tongue features with blood features would
decrease the average MSE compared with FPG and HbA1c prediction with blood features alone.
Combining basic features, blood features and tongue features would decrease the average MSE
compared with FPG and HbA1c prediction using the model with basic features and blood features
combined (Fig. 7 and Table 3; Fig. 8 and Table 4).

 

Table 3 Summary average MSE of various FPG prediction models with different types of features using
cross validation.
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Feature ANN XGBT RF GBDT

Basic 1.722 1.736 1.745 1.737

Blood 1.534 1.575 1.567 1.588

Tongue 1.394 1.354 1.353 1.388

Basic+Blood 1.457 1.499 1.516 1.526

Basic+Tongue 1.308 1.232 1.227 1.249

Blood+Tongue 1.289 1.237 1.158 1.198

Basic+Blood+Tongue 1.244 1.149 1.124 1.151

 

 

Table 4 Summary average MSE of various HbA1c prediction algorithms with different types of features
using cross validation.

Feature ANN XGBT RF GBDT

Basic 0.593 0.621 0.595 0.598

Blood 0.574 0.586 0.57 0.561

Tongue 0.521 0.534 0.505 0.513

Basic+Blood 0.497 0.502 0.504 0.51

Basic+Tongue 0.467 0.439 0.438 0.439

Blood+Tongue 0.48 0.42 0.416 0.405

Basic+Blood+Tongue 0.426 0.393 0.391 0.384

Model performance evaluation on the test set

Indicators including MSE and R-squared were used to evaluate the generalization performance of the
model on the test set. In addition, EGA was used to evaluate the clinical value of the FPG prediction
model and scatter-plot was used to assess the performance of the HbA1c prediction model.

The lowest MSE and highest R-squared were obtained by the machine learning models that were applied
for prediction of FPG and HbA1c using non-invasive features included basic features and tongue features.
Combining tongue features with basic features would decrease MSE and increase R-squared compared
with FPG and HbA1c prediction with basic features alone. Combining tongue features with blood features
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would decrease MSE and increase R-squared compared with FPG and HbA1c prediction with blood
features alone. Combining basic features, blood features and tongue features would decrease MSE and
increase R-squared compared with FPG and HbA1c prediction using the model combined basic features
and blood features(Fig. 9 and Table 5; Fig. 10 and Table 6; Fig. 12 and Table 7; Fig. 13 and Table 8).

 

Table 5 Summary MSE of various FPG prediction models with different types of features on the test set.

Feature ANN XGBT RF GBDT Blending

Basic 1.267 1.269 1.278 1.277 1.264

Blood 1.332 1.486 1.436 1.426 1.444

Tongue 0.876 0.761 0.764 0.793 0.807

Basic+Blood 1.131 1.24 1.125 1.179 1.196

Basic+Tongue 0.725 0.649 0.601 0.644 0.683

Blood+Tongue 0.893 0.828 0.781 0.841 0.769

Basic+Blood+Tongue 0.823 0.727 0.668 0.75 0.654

 

 

Table 6 Summary R-squared of various FPG prediction models with different types of features on the test
set.

Feature ANN XGBT RF GBDT Blending

Basic 0.169 0.168 0.162 0.162 0.171

Blood 0.126 0.026 0.058 0.065 0.053

Tongue 0.425 0.501 0.499 0.48 0.47

Basic+Blood 0.258 0.186 0.262 0.226 0.216

Basic+Tongue 0.525 0.574 0.606 0.578 0.552

Blood+Tongue 0.414 0.457 0.488 0.448 0.496

Basic+Blood+Tongue 0.46 0.523 0.562 0.508 0.571
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The EGA results of four models on the test set were presented, including the RF model with non-invasive
features, the XGBT model with non-invasive features, the blending model with non-invasive features and
blending model with full features. Because non-invasive RF model achieve highest R-squared and lowest
MSE; non-invasive XGBT and blending models got better EGA results than non-invasive RF model; The
best EGA results were obtained by the blending model with full features.

Given non-invasive features, 89.68% of the results predicted by the RF model appear in zone A, 9.63% of
the results appear in zone B; 90.14% of the results predicted by the XGBT model appear in zone A, 9.17%
of the results appear in zone B; 90.83% of the results predicted by the blending model appear in zone A,
and 8.49% of the results predicted in zone B. The EGA results obtained on the blending model with non-
invasive features input closely agreed with the values using the best model with full features(Fig. 11). 

Table 7 Summary MSE of various HbA1c prediction models with different types of features on the test set.

Feature ANN XGBT RF GBDT Blending

Basic 0.477 0.469 0.484 0.469 0.477

Blood 0.547 0.588 0.541 0.55 0.557

Tongue 0.414 0.425 0.38 0.393 0.38

Basic+Blood 0.451 0.468 0.427 0.433 0.436

Basic+Tongue 0.327 0.302 0.273 0.272 0.293

Blood+Tongue 0.391 0.388 0.366 0.381 0.365

Basic+Blood+Tongue 0.344 0.353 0.282 0.299 0.291

 

Table 8 Summary R-squared of various HbA1c prediction models with different types of features on the
test set.

Feature ANN XGBT RF GBDT Blending

Basic 0.193 0.205 0.18 0.205 0.192

Blood 0.073 0.005 0.083 0.068 0.057

Tongue 0.299 0.281 0.357 0.334 0.356

Basic+Blood 0.235 0.208 0.277 0.266 0.261

Basic+Tongue 0.447 0.488 0.538 0.539 0.504

Blood+Tongue 0.337 0.342 0.381 0.354 0.381

Basic+Blood+Tongue 0.417 0.402 0.522 0.494 0.507
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Scatter-plots of HbA1c from �ve models were shown. The GBDT model with the best MSE and R-squared
achieved lower slope and intercept than the XGBT model and RF model. The blending model with non-
invasive input features didn’t produce better results. Based on non-invasive features, the XGBT model
with obtained highest slope and lowest intercept, which was better than the blending model with full
features(Fig. 14).

Discussion
Obesity, physical inactivity, and smoking have a tremendous harmful effect on the health of patients with
diabetes[36]. Recent research shows that timely lifestyle-modifying interventions can prevent and delay
the onset of diabetes[37]. By identifying high-risk subjects early and taking active intervention measures
as early as possible, it can prevent people who are in prediabetes from developing diabetes and other
diseases[38]. Furthermore, people who already have diabetes can be diagnosed as early as possible,
receive treatment, and avoid complications occur[39–41]. Therefore, in order to reduce the morbidity and
mortality of diabetes, we have strong reasons to use diabetes risk prediction models for population
screening. Using machine learning methodologies, we established the diabetes risk prediction regression
model based on non-invasive features. These features include 6 tongue features and 4 basic features:
TB-L, TB-a, TB-b, TC-L, TC-a, TC-b, Age, Weight, SBP, and DBP, all of which are easy to detect and the risk
prediction model we developed is simple to use. The model can be deployed in mobile phones or other
portable health testing equipment to predict FBG and HbA1c. The model can improve the risk prediction of
diabetes and prediabetes.

The experimental results showed that adding tongue features can improve the predictive ability of the
model. Given non-invasive features, the model was basically equivalent to the full-feature model.
Although cross validation results showed that the performance of the model with the full features is
better than non-invasive model, but the model with the full features required blood tests, which limits the
scope of use of the model. We build a full feature model to explore performance boundaries and provide
performance references for non-invasive model. In a study, a non-invasive machine learning model for
prediction of blood glucose based on photoplethysmography achieved 87.7% of points in zone A and
10.3% of points in zone B on EGA[35]. Then our best non-invasive model obtained 90.83% of points in
zone A and 8.49% of points in zone B. Through 30-day self-monitoring of blood glucose data, a
regression equation model for the prediction of glycosylated hemoglobin could be established, with a
multiple correlation coe�cient of 0.778[42]. In our research, a non-invasive machine learning model
based on tongue features and basic features combined predicts HbA1c with a multiple correlation
coe�cient of 0.734. Through research and practice, it has been suggested that the tongue features as a
basic physiological feature of humans have a predictive value for FBG and HbA1c.

Machine learning is a branch of arti�cial intelligence, which can extract the inherent relationships of data
such as decision rules and patterns[43]. Several diabetes risk prediction models in previous studies were
based on machine learning algorithms[44]. Choi et al.[45] has developed two effective machine learning
models for predicting pre-diabetes. The input features included age, gender, family history of diabetes,
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hypertension, alcohol intake, BMI, smoking status, waist circumference, and physical activity. A recent
cross-sectional study conducted in USA showed that machine learning models based on survey
questionnaires are able to identify individuals at high risk of diabetes[46]. In another study[32], a deep
learning model for dynamically predicting blood glucose was developed, which is conducive to self-
management of diabetes. Machine learning algorithms have become a key process for mining the
internal relationship between clinical data and diabetes or pre-diabetes[47].In our study, classical machine
learning models with different structures are used to explore the linear relationship between tongue
features and glucose metabolism indicators, moreover, we attempted to enhance this relationship
through model fusion.

The current research is mainly to use statistical methods to explore the relationship between tongue
features and diabetes and pre-diabetes. Given the tongue features, the diabetes risk prediction model
established by machine learning method mainly performs qualitative classi�cation prediction[11, 12]. In
our study, the prediction accuracy of the model is very high, MSE of FPG and HbA1c prediction was 0.601
and 0.272 respectively, and the interpretability of the model is also very strong. R-squared of FPG and
HbA1c prediction are 0.606 and 0.539, respectively. These results indicate that there is a linear
relationship between the tongue features and glucose metabolism index, and that our model can capture
this relationship. We systematically reviewed the literature, and no similar published research work has
been found. The variables required for model work are non-invasive and easy to measure, and are very
suitable for large-scale diabetes screening. The prediction result of the model is the speci�c values of
FPG and HbA1c, through which the risk of pre-diabetes and diabetes can be further evaluated.

However, several potential limitations of this study should be mentioned. Despite our best efforts, the
sample size we included in the study was still relatively small. In addition, our study requires independent
evaluations from data collected in other sources to further validate the performance of the model.

Conclusion
We discovered a liner relationship between tongue features and glucose metabolism index by means of
machine learning algorithms. Tongue features made an important contribution to develop diabetes risk
prediction model. Based on this, we established a non-invasive diabetes risk prediction model to predict
FPG and HbA1c. The model can provide timely risk warning to prevent or delay the onset of diabetes.
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Figure 1

Study Flow Diagram

Figure 2

TFDA-1 Tongue Diagnosis Instrument. 1: ring light source, 2: camera lens, 3: mandible support plate.
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Figure 3

Tongue Feature Extraction Process

Figure 4

Typical Tongue Images. (a) The tongues of 25 individuals with normal blood glucose. (b) The tongues of
25 individuals with hyperglycemia
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Figure 5

Machine Learning Flow Diagram

Figure 6

Fusion strategy of blending approach
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Figure 7

Average MSE of various FPG prediction models with different types of features using cross validation.

Figure 8
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Average MSE of various HbA1c prediction models with different types of features using cross validation.

Figure 9

MSE of various FPG prediction models with different types of features on the test set.

Figure 10
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R-squared of various FPG prediction models with different types of features on the test set.

Figure 11

The EGA results of (a)RF model with non-invasive features, (b)XGBT model with non-invasive features,
(c)blending model with non-invasive features and (d)blending model with full features on the test set.
Non-invasive features refer to tongue features and basic features combined.
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Figure 12

MSE of various HbA1c prediction models with different types of features on the test set.

Figure 13
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R-squared of various HbA1c prediction models with different types of features on the test set.

Figure 14

Scatter-plot of HbA1c predicted by (a) GBDT model with non-invasive features, (b) RF model with non-
invasive features, (c) XGBT model with non-invasive features, (d) blending model with non-invasive
features and (e) blending model with full features on the test set.
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